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1. Find

J{a,' * +) a'

giving each term in its simplest form.

- 9.4+41 +c- = Lr4+4x+c 
(3)
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2. (a)

(b)

t
Write down the value of 32s

)
Simplif, tully (32.15) s

(1)

(3)

z)
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3. Find the set of va.lues of .r for which

(a) 3x-'/>3-x

(b) x2 9x ( 36

(c) both 3-r 7>3-x and f 9x(36

(2)

(4)

(1)

-3r( t-(rL
-'2

l2!) 2.5( a_(
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4.

Figure I

Figure 1 shows a sketch of the curve C with equation

I
Y=;*1, xl0

The curve C crosses the x-axis at the point ,4

(a) State the x coordinate of the point l.

The curve D has equation y = r?(x -2), for all real vaiues ofx.

(b) Acopy ofFigure 1 is shown onpage7.
On this copy, sketch a graph of curve D.
Show on the sketch the coordinates of each point where the curve D crosses
coordinate axes.

(1)

the

(3)

(c) Using your sketch, state, giving a reason, the number of real solutions to the equation

f(x-2)=r +1
x

(1)
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7L=-

q,*tx-z)

Figure 1
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A sequence of numbers apa2,a3... is definedby

a,*,:5a,-3, . n) 1

Given that a, = 7 ,

(a) find the value of a,

4

(b) Find the value of !a.
r=l

(2\

(3)

_a)__ de .,_5 d,r-3 2_"l50t _3 -.-gt"L _

dt=

4r: l5?-
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(a) Write i80 in th" form ci5, where c is a positive constant.

A rectangle R has a length of(1 + {5) cm and an area of r/80 cm2.

(l)

(b) Calculate the width of R in cm. Express your answer in the form p + 4r/5, where p
and q are integem to be found.

(4)

q\ rt-"o, rIG.I3 r rl+
=u

, \rI3-20
-t

-.1-s P's
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7. Differentiate with respect to x, giving each answer in its simplest form'

(a) (1 -Lt)'?

.-. xt + 6!x(bl 2;t-

(3)

(4)

x-- +'5a-
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In the year 2000 a shop sold 150 computers. Each year the shop sold 10 more computers

than the year before, so that the shop soid 160 computers in 2001, 170 computers in 2002,

and so on forming an arithmetic sequence.

(a) Show that the shop sold 220 computers in2007.
(2)

(b) calculate the total number of computers the shop sold from 2000 to 2013 inclusive.
(3)

In the year 2000, the selling price of each computer was !900. The selling price fell by

f20 eachyear, so that in 2001 the selling price was f,880, in 2002 the selling price was

9860, and so on forming an af,ithmetic sequence.

(c) In a particular year, the selling price of each computer in f,s was equal to three times

the number of computers the shop sold in that year. By forming and solving an

equation, find the year in which this occurred.

2( rso) + l3xto

c) 4 c(lr 5_i.6D _ !t.a@
(lr :E8O *. -zo

-2
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9.

Figure 2

The line /,, shown in Figure 2 has equation 2* + 3y = 26

The line /, passes through the origin O and is perpendicular to /'

(a) Find an equation for the line i,

The line /, intersects the line /, at the point C'

Line /, crosses the y-axis at the point B as shown in Figure 2'

(b) Find the area of tiangle oBC '

Give your answer in the 
^^ i'where 

a and b are integers to be determined'

(4)

(6)

1:<- , - W+SL
*1 1gu-Sl- :, *--+

, I L.:oste) '.-4! 
rS 4 lL*'=rLb Le 17
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10. A curve with equation y : f(r) passes through the point (4, 25)'

Given that

rirl=*"-loxi+I' x>o

(s)
(a)

(b)

frnd f(x), simplif ing each term.

Find an equation of the normal to the curve at the point (4, 25)'

Give your answer in the form ax + by + c = 0, where a, b and c are integers to be

L-l =!r3-
| (s)
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Given that

f(x)=2rz+8.x+3

(a) find the value of the discriminant of f(.r).
(2)

(b) Express f(x) in the form p(x + q)2 + r where p, q and r xe integers to be found.
(3)

Thelinel=4r+c,wherecisaconstant,isatangenttothecurvewithequationy=g1r;.

(c) Calculate the value ofc.

i. LLI-I zLL+L

- ?r(x.)" +t+g :- **+9.4 =t 4to-t+
;L z'I

g = -*!s-+, c -3 =' +(-l) + c i- C- ' I
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